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THE LEFT LANE
E “Just-In-Time” Man

Last April, I had to travel to the
Land of Cheese (Wisconsin)—obviously due to some unpenitent
behavior on my part. In any case,
I’m going to add some whine to
my cheese by griping this month.
I’ll be gone again in June, and I’ve
been thinking of all the work that (Note the tangled, Pitt-like hair)
I need to do yet to publish this silly little newsletter.
Time in a Bottle
Now, I have to believe that complaining is one of
man’s favorite pastimes. It’s just so easy to do. My
biggest gripe is the lack of time in a day. Maybe
someone should think about instituting Metric time in
the US. If the meter is a little longer than a yard, maybe
a metric hour will also be a bit longer.
Of course, one of the first rules of complaining is
that you’re never the reason why you have to complain. Therefore, there must be some other reason why
I can’t fit all my activities in a normal week in my life.
Somehow, I should be able to play all of the (outdoor)
basketball (Mondays), softball (Tuesdays), soccer
(Wednesdays), fencing (Thursdays) and tennis (Sundays) that I want during the spring and summer. In fall
and winter, I should be able to swap racquetball,
wallyball and indoor basketball into the mix.
As a quick aside, it may seem that I’m bragging
about my athletic ability as I list all of these sports. I am.
I have been blessed with the natural ability to suck at
all of these sports. It seems playing badly comes
naturally to me. I can take up almost any sport and
immediately be bad at it. It’s obviously a God-given
gift. I’m thinking of going for the world record at the
number of sports one person can be bad in, but I don’t
have the time.
Which brings me back to my point—where does
my time go? Join a couple of car clubs like the Porsche
club or the BMW club, “volunteer” for an organization
like the Meadow Brooks Hall Concour d’Elegance, and
maybe form an investment club with some friends, and
there’s even less time in a month.
Nick of Time
Being in a car club, it would also stand to reason
that we have cars. How much time does it take to wash
and clean my cars? Or how about doing typical maintenance, or perhaps adding “performance-enhancing”

components, like decals? (Hey—don’t laugh at the
decals. Watch tv and it’s obvious that the fastest cars
have the most decals.) These all take time.
The Best of Times
If you haven’t guessed yet, I’m single. I can’t
imagine how much less time I would have if I had kids
to take care of. And let’s try not to forget about time
with the spouse/significant other. I’m not watching
pets anymore, but some pets certainly need some
attention, too. And while I’m not responsible for a
living being, there’s still the need to “hang with the
guys.” There’s nothing like having a testosterone-laced
conversation about adding a blower to the turbo of a
944 to get 600 bhp (if you use a cone air filter, of
course), while you are all helping (watching) a friend
work on their car on a Saturday morning. Can I get a
Tim Allen “arrr arrr” from the men out there!
Time and Tide
So what does that leave you? Well, for us less wellendowed out there, we still have to work. Some jobs
will let you work only eight hours a day, with minimal
“charity” overtime. Unfortunately, I’ve never worked
in a fast food establishment. Then there’s that mysterious illness we get one Thursday a month during the
driving season.
Finally, the really wimpy amongst us still need to
eat roughly three times a day, sleep at least five hours,
catch ESPN’s SportCenter, and breathe once in a while.
Add all of this together, and I need about thirty-six
hours in a day.
Let’s Do the Time Warp Again
I’ll be the first to admit that I’m not a physics major,
but I’m guessing that 200 million registered cars around
the world all pointing east and accelerating as quickly
as possible at the same time won’t be enough to slow
down the earth’s rotation about its axis. And the last
time I checked, Superman was involved with Teri
Hatcher, so slowing time isn’t a valid option.
Here’s Where the Story Ends
So what’s my point to all of this? I haven’t quite
decided yet. When I do decide, though, I’m sure you’ll
be the first to know. And in the mean time, send me
your articles. (It has nothing to do with my lack of time,
but I’ll slip it in there anyways). Anyways, my time is
up, so until next time—stop and take the time to enjoy
the moment.
Jim Croce, Bonnie Raitt, Styx, Basia, Rocky Horror Picture Show, the Sundays
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THE HOME PAGE
Contact: You can contact the Bahn Stormer through the
following:
Phone: 248/253-2959 (day)
810/795-4468 (night)
Fax: 810/826-3441
E-mail: BahnStrmer@aol.com
73470,115 (CompuServe)
Articles: All articles and pictures should be submitted by the
20th of the month to the addresses above.
Preferably, please use the e-mail address to minimize retyping, or send a diskette. Accurate typing isn’t my forte. It’s
not even a fifte or sixte. The Bahn Stormer is created on a
Macintosh using PageMaker 6.0. In theory, I should be able
to read almost any file format (Mac/PC) that you send. If you
would like to include photographs, please send the photos
and I’ll go ahead and scan them. I will (eventually) return all
materials back to you, so please include a return address.
Subscriptions: Subscription to the Bahn Stormer is free to
RSR members, and US$12.00 for non-members.
Classifieds: Classifieds are free to RSR members, and $5.00
per issue for non-members. Those submitted by the 20th of
the month will be in the next issue of the Bahn Stormer.
Classifieds will be printed for three issues.
Advertising: The costs are $100/quarter for a full page ad,
$50/quarter for a 1⁄2 page ad, and (all together now) $25/
quarter for a 1⁄4 page ad.
Membership Information: Those interested in joining
Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application
form located in this issue. Cost is US$36.00 per year. You will
receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and a local region’s cool newsletter (if they have
one). Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairman to process it.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please
forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s
Executive Secretary, Ruth Harte at:
P.O. Box 30100
Alexandria, VA 22310
Please also forward your new address to the RSR Membership Chairman (me) at any of the addresses given in this
newslettter. This will ensure the timely delivery of both the
Panorama and the Bahn Stormer.
Special Note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from
PCA national is RSP. RSR is actually the Rennsport Region in
Canada. While this may seem duplicitous, other regions also
follow this convention. For example, Southeastern Michigan
Region calls itself SMR, although PCA refers to them as SEM.
SMR is actually the Smoky Mountain Region. Please note this
when dealing with PCA national.
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_______________________________
Errors, Mistakes, Gaffs and other Editorial Liberties:
This month, I have a list. 1) Risky Business, 928; 2) Weird
Science, 928S; 3) Banzai Runner, 928. I’ll give the license
plate next time. If I remember.

FROM THE PITT
Bob Sandau

So here it goes…My first column as
President of your region. I say your
region, because that is exactly what it
is, yours. It is my job to guide this club
through the next year and it is a task
that I take very seriously.
The Rally Sport Region was
founded with the intent of being a
club best suited to the interests of its members. I believe that
our first year has been so successful because of the large
variety of activities that we have offered our membership.
Attendance at our board meetings has been strong, but it
would still be nice to see more new faces. Input is what will
keep our club fresh.
Presently, we have a very active membership. So many
of you have stepped up to the plate and offered your time and
energy to plan a great roster of events. Others have offered
their help in different ways, volunteering any assistance they
may be capable of. Thanks to all of you.
There are many ways to be involved in the region.
Maybe you would like to write a newsletter article. Or
perhaps you have a home you would like to volunteer for the
Progressive Dinner. Maybe you know of a great autocross
site. The point is, whatever it may be, don’t be shy. We would
love to hear from you!! Contact any board member or come
to one of our meetings. It’s that easy.
There are also many things to do outside of our region.
Since taking office, I’ve participated in two club races and
attended a PCA swap meet at Ski Roundtop, Pennsylvania.
There are many activites to do out there, if you want to do
them.
Our summer schedule appears to be a very busy one.
Along with our driver’s education events, we are offering
wall climbing, the progressive dinner, and a corral at the
Concours in August (contact E. Garcia). There is also a picnic
in the works. Something for everyone. Just the way it was
intended.
(Editor’s Note: The Lovely Lisa didn’t have a picture of Bob for
the column, so she gave me what she considered a resonable
facsimile of Bob. It appears as if the Lovely Lisa is starting to
show some effects of age, as her eyesight is not what it once
was.)

TECH TONIC
John Hajny
Central NY Region
Editor of the Redline Report

A Tiring Dilemma, Part 2:
More Answers for R-Compount Tire Users
Let’s chase the DOT racing radial situation some more. In Part
1, we set many basic rules for their proper utilization. We
learned that:
1)

2)

Since DOT radials are much different in construction
than bias ply or even radial slick tires, the set-up requirements are very different. There is little, if any, overlap in
data between these different tire types.
Since they have little sidewall flex, they are optimized by
camber settings, not pressure. They should be run at or

3)
4)
5)

6)

7)

very near the recommended pressure to protect their
inner structure and maximize their performance and
longevity.
Within the recommended inflation range, pressure has
little to do with surface temperature.
Because of higher negative camber settings, the middle
to inside of the tire will naturally run hotter.
Pressure tuning primarily effects the tire’s feel rather
than its actual performance. However, the highest cornering potential is obtained at the high end of the
pressure range because the tire is better able to handle
the job mechanically.
Don’t buy a pyrometer solely to measure surface temperature differentials. Within the proper range, pressure
has little effect here. They can be useful as a general
guide to overall tire performance. Buy a minimum 3/8inch probe type, not an infra-red.
Tire wear patterns are the most accurate and dependable guide to proper set-up. Optimum settings will
show very little wear on the outside shoulder.

Furthermore, now that we’ve established some general
rules, let’s expand on some of those points.
In The Eye Of The TEMpest
To say that a pyrometer is worthless is incorrect. However,
their proper usage is severally compromised by circumstance. The main problem is that tire surface temperatures
drop so quickly that if you don’t measure them almost
immediately, you’ve missed your window. If you’ve run any
straight-away distance before the measurements are taken,
you’ve already significantly altered the temperature profile.
These factors make it awfully hard to get real usable data
unless you have a crew and a paved surface all to yourself.
Secondly, full bodied cars tend to alter the surface
temperature profile because the inner area of the tire naturally receives less cooling air than the outer portion. Once
again, surface temp differential measuring came from bias
ply usage, primarily on open-wheeled cars.
Use your pyrometer to judge the overall effectiveness of
pressure adjustments as they pertain to how hard the tire is
working internally, not its surface temp differential. Since a
majority of tire heat comes from the machinations of the
various belts and bands in the casing, higher temps generally
call for an increase in pressure to keep the tire supported
structurally.
Somewhere out there exists a pressure setting that will
not only allow the tire to work extremely hard, but allow it to
do so in relative comfort temperature-wise.
Still Under Pressure
Pressure is not the baseline tuning method for DOT
racing radials. However, once you’ve discovered a camber
setting that agrees with your car and gives good tire wear
characteristics, pressure and a stop watch become the final
building blocks in the foundation of speed. It should be
noted here that any camber changes will likely require
pressure adjustments for ultimate optimization. However, in
the end, pressure adjustments have more to do with “what
the driver likes” than anything else, as comfort generally
brings a driver’s fastest times initially.
Many drivers today are running low pressures because
they equate the feeling of safety and confidence with speed
or tire adhesion. As mentioned last month, radials tend to be
a little twitchy, particularly in the first laps. Lowering the
continued on page 8…
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RACY TIDBITS

as cars began to take the track. Saturday’s activities were
consumed by practice sessions, rolling starts and qualifying
activities. The pits began to really start buzzing with action.
One of the most interesting aspects of Club Racing is being
able to walk right up to the cars. You quickly realize that
many of these “ordinary” Porsches have received many
hours worth of attention and preparation.
Sunday is race day! The cars are divided into many
classes, depending on the modifications on the cars. The
classes range from those of normally aspirated 944s, 914s and
small displacement 911s to tricked out race 911 Turbos, Cup
cars, tube frame 924 Turbos, and even a 962! Almost anything
goes in the upper classes (GT).
Bob and Phil were in Class E, the second race of the day.
As the start of the race neared, the excitement began to rise.
Bob and Phil found their places on the False Grid and waited
for the signal to strap in, start up and head out. We found a
good viewing spot at the end of the front straight by turn one.
What a sight it is to see over forty-five Porsches stream down
the hill toward the starting line, take the green flag and then
come charging straight at us.
One of the biggest surprises for me was the closeness of
the competition in Club Racing. Even though it’s all done for
fun, these drivers take this very seriously. The races are free
for spectators, so the price is definitely right. As for me, I’m
hooked. In fact, tomorrow (May 18—ed.), I’m off to the see
the club race at Mid-Ohio.

Kyle Stevens

CLUB RACING: FIRST IMPRESSIONS
It’s probably fair to say that if you own a Porsche there’s
at least a little bit of race car driver in you. For most of us, it’s
more fantasy than reality. But for some, it’s a passion and
during April I got a chance to see and be a part of the action.
Road Atlanta was the location and Peachstate Region was the
host of this Club Race.
For the ride down, Barbara and I tagged along with Bob
Sandau. He’s been participating in various forms of racing for
a long time and Club Racing since the program began.
Another member of the caravan was Phil Kubik (SMR) who
races in the same class as Bob and is one heck of a fast
driver—both on and off the track. Emmanuel Garcia took up
third place in the “Porsche train,” also along to cheer for RSR
comrades.
When we arrived on Friday the first order of business
was to unload the cars and set up shop. Our neighbors in the
pits were a group that became known to us as the “Bama
Boys.” They’re 911 drivers (from Alabama, obviously) who
enjoy having a good time just as much as they enjoy going
fast. In fact, friendliness and comradere seems to be the order
of the day at these events.
Saturday started with a plentiful amount of liquid sunshine. But the rain tapered off and the sun started to peek out

Is our Michigan Spring driving you up the
wall? Then this is the event for you! Join us
at the Planet Rock climbing gym!
When: 7:00–10:00 p.m. June 28 (Sat)
Where: Planet Rock
Cost: $15/person (includes all equipment and pizza/pop)
Who: RSVP to Emmanuel V. Garcia at
(248) 253-2959
Planet Rock:

See Map on Page 10 for directions
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•
•
•
•

13,500 sq.ft. climbing area
55 ft. high walls
Motorized climbing wall
Bouldering cave

-

Knowledgeable and experienced staff
Full-time safety supervision
Technique and training class

BOARD MEETING MINUTES
May 1, 1997 • RSR Meeting Minutes
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Meeting called to order at 8:00 P.M. by the president. Board members present:
Tom Green, Matt Huber, Joe Lile, Lisa Lilly, Bob Sandau, Kyle Stevens, Glenn Trapp
Board members absent:
Thwen Chaloemtiarana, Vigen Darian
April meeting minutes approved.
Board officers were elected as follows:
Vice President
Tom Green
Treasurer
Lisa Lilly
Secretary
Kyle Stevens
Treasure’s report approved.
Track report:
Beginner day is almost full. Gingerman is 50-60% full; notice has yet to appear in Panorama. RSR will contract with
track for corner workers.
Motion passed to budget $1900 to purchase radios.
Discussion on ambulance service referred to safety chairman for committee discussion and recommendation.
Treasurer was granted discretion on handling of registration checks and refunds.
Volunteers were/are requested for Gingerman event; Dave Bates, Dan Kantrow and Barbara Stevens volunteered.
Membership:
113 Primary members.
Emmanuel Garcia will attend to printing of membership cards.
Newsletter:
Circulation is 175.
Goody Store:
More orders are needed before bulk order can be placed.
Club Events:
Past
Lazer Tag » no report
Annual Meeting » 30-40 people attended, amendments to Bylaws and Constitution were approved.
Dyno day » nearly full attendance; event paid for itself.
Future
Tech Session » Eurotec session rescheduled to August 10th; still looking for suggestions on topics.
Planet Rock » Emmanuel Garcia is coordinating event.
Picnic » discussion to combine with color tour and be held in fall; coordinator yet to be identified.
Progressive dinner » Tom Green requests volunteers for host homes.
New Business:
Board agreed that vendors must be an advertiser before they will be allowed to set up displays at club sponsored
events; further approval is at the discretion of the event organizer.
Matt Huber was elected as Insurance chairman.
Brian Preblich was elected as Trophy/Door prize chairman.
Lisa Lilly will discuss the purchase of pylons from MSR.
Kyle & Barb Stevens will identify permanent board meeting locations starting with the August meeting.
June board meeting will be held at the Gingerman event.
July Meeting will be held at Matt Huber’s office in Farmington Hills.
President will enforce board member attendance rule.
Discussion of RSR Web site deferred until June meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 9:55 P.M.

HUH?

2.

Kelly LeBrock played the computer-generated femme
fatale in this 1985 John Hughes film about two Chicagosuburb high school students (sound familiar?) whose
experiment created Kelly’s character. Name the movie
and the Porsche driven in the movie. As a bonus, what
did the license plate read on the Porsche?

3.

Dean Stockwell (Quantum Leap) starred as an expolicement looking for high-speed drivers who killed
his brother. Name the 1986 film, and name the Porsche
that Dean raced against in a Pantera in the final scene of
the movie.

Okay, so this is my feeble attempt at Porsche trivia. I’m going
to have to stick with something I know best, so instead of the
number of bolts needed to mount the air filter of a Super 90,
I give you Porsche movie trivia. Answers are wherever I can
stick them.
1.

Tom Cruise stars in this 1983 film about an “enterprising”
Chicago-suburb high school student. Name the movie
and the Porsche in which Tom played U-boat commander.
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NEW MEMBERS
❊❜✇❥❡✬❉zo✉✐❥❜❈❢mm
✷✿✾✾✿✷✷❙❢❡

Mps❥✬N❢np❚❜✐❥o❝❜t
✷✿✽✿✿✹✶✈s❝p✐❥✉❢

✐pn❜t✬Mzo❡❜❈m❥{o❥❧
✷✿✽✺✿✷✺✸✴✶

Welcome, new members! That makes 110 members as of 4/30/97.

✮o❢xn❢n❝❢st✯

✮o❢xn❢n❝❢st✯

Herzlich Willkommen!

✮✉s❜ot❣❢ss❢❡Ò❚N❙✰✯

*SMR—Southeastern Michigan Region (or SEM)

MEMBER'S CORNER
Barb Stevens

“Those Darn Women Drivers”
Ladies, how many times have we heard that phrase? I
decided, however, not to let that kind of thinking stand in my
way. As a result, I found an activity that is both educational
and loads of fun.
I attended my first driver’s school with RSR on Beginner’s
Day, May 8. Butterflies had already begun collecting in my
stomach the evening before. Kyle and I arrived just in time for
registration and tech inspection. With that out of the way, we
were able to enjoy a light breakfast, meet our instructors and
attend the driver’s meeting.
Schedule in hand, I set off to the classroom. Bob Sandau
instructed us on the layout of the track, proper driving
techniques and safety. I was pleasantly surprised to hear that
women usually make better students than men. After completing the classroom session and my assigned corner work,
it was time to put to use what I had learned.
Jim Heisick (MSR) was my assigned instructor. Though
it had rained and the track was wet, Jim took time to guide me
around at a comfortable pace. Early and late apex, turn in,
track out and straight-line breaking took on real meaning. I
began to relax after I safely completed my first run session.
Jim’s patience and expertise put my butterflies to rest. I
looked forward to the rest of the day with anticipation
instead of trepidation.
Since then, everything I learned keeps going through

my mind. Like my husband, I’m hooked and can’t wait for the
next driver’s school on June 12. So, ladies, don’t let that old
phrase, “those darn women drivers,” keep you away. Rain or
shine, I know I’ll be there. See you at the track!

FRESH STARTS
Emmanuel V. Garcia

May 7th began with a beautiful sunrise. As the day wore on,
the skies became filled with blue, the temperature rose to the
mid-60s, and there was just a trace of wind—perfect weather
for Beginner’s Day at the track. Unfortunately, Beginner’s
Day was May 8th, which was rainy, cloudy and cold all day.
That is, until we had packed up for the day. That’s when the
skies cleared up again. (For future reference, please forward
all complaints about the weather during any RSR event to
Glenn Trapp, our Weather Chairperson.)
Still, even with the rain, we had a great turn out for our
first track event of the season. There were a variety of cars out
there—from a brand new 993 Targa to a 928S that impersonates a monster truck. We had people come from other
regions, and someone even came from as far as Maryland.
And for quite a number of people, this was truly their first
time on any race track.
And so starts another track season. The next track event
is the weekend school at Gingerman Raceway in South
Haven, followed by the June 12th school at Waterford.
Hopefully we’ll see you there, either participating or at least
spectating. Happy Driving!
By the time my fingers warmed up
enough to take a picture, we were
done and out having dinner.
Pictured from left to right are
“Captain” Ron Horton, Denise &
Mike Evans, and Barb & Kyle
Stevens.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Name
Street
City / State
Zip Code (must be given)
County
*Family Member
Relationship
*Affiliate Member
* Note: Members may name either Family or Affiliate, NOT both. Family or Affiliate member
must by 18 years or older.
REGIONAL ACTIVITY INFORMATION
Occupation

Telephone No. (H)

Spouse’s Name (if married)

(W)

My Interests Are:
Technical

Social

Concours

Autocrossing

Rallying

Drivers Education

PORSCHE INFORMATION
Model

Year

Serial No. (VIN)

(REQUIRED)

Color

Local Region Rally Sport Region (RSP)
I own (co-own) a Porsche, am 18 years of age or older, and having read the Objectives of PCA herewith
apply for Active Membership in the Porsche Club of America.
Visa/MC:

Expiration Date:

Signature

Date

ENDORSEMENT BY REGIONAL OFFICIAL
The application MUST be processed through a local PCA Region and must be endorsed by a Regional Officer.

Signed
Title
Region

Rally Sport Region (RSP)

Date
Membership Dues: US$36.00 per year. Dues include $12.00 for Porsche Panorama magazine. A portion
of the annual dues is returned to the local region. Please enclose payment with application. Make
check payable to Porsche Club of America, Inc., or send credit card number and expiration date.
Send Check and Application To:
Emmanuel Garcia
3064 Gloucester Drive
Sterling Heights, MI 48310
Bahn Stormer • June 1997
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…continued from page 3

pressure eases the “hard edge” feeling of these tires, giving
a wider comfort threshold. But, as we’ve learned, they may
be damaging their tires—both the mechanical and chemical
makeup—and preventing them from working in a range that
will give the best performance and longevity.
Let’s say you started with 30 psi cold and measured 40
psi hot. You then lowered the pressure to 26 psi cold and still
measured 40 psi hot. What would that tell us? It would likely
suggest that while the car “felt better” at 26psi cold, it was
actually stressing the tires more because of under-inflation.
The missing key is temperature.
Your now-trusty pyrometer (now that you know its true
purpose) would have shown that the second run produced
higher temperatures because the tire was working harder.
While the softer pressure provided more driver comfort, it
was not providing optimal internal support for the tire, thus
creating more stress and heat. The car may “feel” better at low
pressures, but more performance and tire wear are to be
found at a higher pressure.
Obviously, confidence is a very important component
of speed. As mentioned previously, the fastest drivers usually
run in the upper end of the pressure scale—a range where
the radial tire can feel loose or twitchy. However, the higher
pressures likely allow—and even demand—the car to be
driven harder so as to utilize this maximized cornering power
and grip. This raises the bar—the commitment level as well
as the rewards to be had—higher. True, it takes a more skilled
and daring driver to run in this range, but the benefits are
there, both in speed and—ironically—tire life. Speed equals
fun. Tire life equals MONEY!
So now you’ve got a good foundation under your tires.
Anything else to do? YOU BET!!
But That Rubber Costs Money…!
“Removing about half the tread from your R-tire’s surface by having them shaved will help them last longer.”
Sounds ludicrous, doesn’t it? Well, let’s discuss why it is an
absolute fact.
The main enemy of a tire is excessive heat, particularly
if it is localized. Most excessive heat situations are caused by
improper inflation or suspension set-up. Surface friction is
not a major producer of heat; remember, the tire’s surface
cools quickly!
As we’ve learned, the surface of the tire is not where the
danger lies; it’s under the tread at the cap ply. This is where
the tire separates or “chunks.” By removing rubber from the
surface, you are effectively removing insulation, or “heat
sink” from the tire, thereby allowing the heat to dissipate
more easily. A smaller, thinner object will hold less heat than
one bearing more mass. A thinner tread surface holds less
heat!
In addition, shaving a tire will improve the transient
response and feedback it gives because of reduced tread
squirm. A 2-foot steel bar is much easier to bend than a like
1-foot example because of the increased mechanical advantage working against it. The same applies to the individual
tread blocks of a tire. A shorter tread block will deflect or
squirm less than a taller one. Incidentally, this mechanical
squirming of the tread produces more heat than surface
friction, and it is transferred under the tread, not to the
surface.
Tires On—Tires Off!
Here is something that is most beneficial, but is imprac-
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tical for most of us to achieve: Heat Cycling!
Like many other items, race tires function best when
broken-in properly. Although they feel incredible in the first
laps, this is not the time to abuse them. Tires are made up of
many mechanical and chemical components. These components need to be “familiarized” with each other and the task
at hand to achieve maximum performance. If a tire is abused
early, its performance will degrade rapidly. If it is brought
along slowly, its performance will be more consistent for a
longer duration.
Here’s the scoop: The tires should be inflated 4-6lbs
over normal cold settings (this provides added safety against
mechanical damage). You then proceed to gradually bring
the tires up to full operating temperature by driving increasingly swiftly, but smoothly and conservatively; no skidding,
sliding, or other laying-down of rubber.
At approximately the 10-minute mark, the tires should
be up to full temperature. You then proceed to the pits,
remove the tires, decrease their pressure, and allow them to
cool for as long as you possibly can (at least 24 hours, the
longer the better!).
What you are attempting to achieve is analogous to the
heat treating of metal. Many metals must be heated to just the
right temperature, and then cooled slowly to form the proper
molecular links. If you over-heat or cool them too fast, you
ruin the metallurgical structure and they become very hard,
but brittle.
Here’s another analogy; did you know that ice that
freezes slowly is much less brittle, or “chippy,” than ice that
freezes rapidly? If you were making hockey rink ice, this
would be important. Following some of that reasoning, you
should never artificially cool tires with water. As with steel or
ice, if you artificially cool them (quenching), or cool them too
rapidly, you “shock” the rubber and it becomes hard. You are
trying to make the molecular bonds of the rubber tough, not
hard.
Black Magic
We’ve covered lots of ground here. This tire thing really
runs a lot like life—Trial and Error! The best you can hope for
is some good solid information to help you make the right
choices. It also helps that if, having good information, you
are applying it to the proper area in the proper way. As a
recent Pirelli ad campaign suggests, “The Wrong Equipment
Can Ruin A Performance!” To that, we can add that the wrong
information, incorrectly applied, can ruin the equipment!
In order to optimize the longevity and performance of
your DOT R-compound tires, you will likely have to increase
the amount on negative camber you run. If you drive your car
on the street as well, this will cause accelerated wear in your
street tires and make the car wander more, particularly on
crowned or well-worn road surfaces. Once again, we are left
to deal with another trial and error situation where we will be
looking for the best compromise between track and street
tire utilization.
The answers will be there in front of you. By looking at
your tires, you will see the efficacy of your settings. By
interpreting the evidence presented correctly, you will know
what adjustments to make to get you where you want to be.
Hopefully, these articles will help clue you in to what you are
looking at, how to interpret it correctly, and what to do to
improve the situation. It may be only money, but seriously—
who’s got money—or rubber—to burn?

Rally Sport Region • PCA
1997 Driver’s School
Registration Form

RALLY SPORT

RALLY SPORT

RSR/PCA will host five one-day driver’s education schools on the above dates. They will be held at the
challenging 1.4 mile Waterford Hills Road Course with nationally recognized instructors.

Thursday, Jun 12
Thursday, Jul 17

Thursday, May 8
Beginner’s Day
Saturday, May 31
Sunday, Jun 1

Thursday, Aug 21
Thursday, Sep 18

Our weekend event this year will be at Gingerman Raceway near South Haven. Costs are TBD
for region members, TBD for non-members.

• DRIVER NO. 1 •

• DRIVER NO. 2 (same vehicle) •

Name

Name

Home Phone

Work Phone

Home Phone

Work Phone

(

(

(

(

)

)

Address

)

Address

City

State

ZIP

PCA Region

City

State

ZIP

PCA Region

Novice

No. of Waterford Schools

No. of Waterford Schools Rate Yourself (circle one)

Rate Yourself (circle one)

Beginner

)

Intermediate

Advanced

Beginner

Novice

Intermediate

Advanced

Indicate any other pertinent information regarding your driving skill (e.g., other driving Indicate any other pertinent information regarding your driving skill (e.g., other driving
schools, autocross experience, etc.)
schools, autocross experience, etc.)

• Vehicle Information •
Vehicle Make

Year

Model

Engine Size

Vehicle Color

List Any Modifications

RSR/PCA reserves the right to refuse any application
Make check(s) payable to RSR/PCA. Cost is $95 per driver per event. RSR members get a $10 discount. The cost
is $115 for all drivers 14 days prior to the event. Send a separate check for each event and each driver (for
cancellation purposes). Payment must accompany registration. Fee is refundable if notification is given 7 days prior
to the driving event. Send registration and checks to: Bob Sandau—29900 Greenland, Livonia, MI 48154. Any
questions? You can contact Bob Sandau at (313) 525-0464 (7:00 P.M.–10:30 P.M.)
Requirements:
• Pre-registration is mandatory
• Helmet—Snell 85 or newer w/name on left side
• Minimum 3 point seat belts
• Valid Driver’s License–must be 18-year-old
• Long sleeve cotton shirt, long cotton pants,
leather/canvas shoes

Please Note:
• Lunch is included
• No gas will be sold at the track
• Pre-tech prior to track arrival with completed Tech
Form. Otherwise there is a $50 charge for Tech at
the track!!
RSR Driver Registration Form © 1997 All Rights Reserved.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
June Club Meeting
Gingerman
Raceway

South
Haven

Phoenix (6 mi.)

43

60th

Club Meeting
Gingerman Raceway
Sunday, June 1, 1997
Bob Sandau 313/525-0464, or any board
member for more information
Cost: n/a

CR387/62nd

What:
Where:
When:
Who:

196

Planet Rock
59
75
Wo
wa

Rapid St.

rd

Franklin

od

Telegraph

Huron

Square Lake

DER MARKTPLATZ
CARS FOR SALE
1957 Speedster Ex-SCCA E-production car. Log books back to 1972.
Completing concours, vintage restoration. White Glasurit paint, black Imron
bottom. Roll bar fits under top.Vintage legal, street, or show. New Skirmants,
E-Prod/Vintage, Carrillo rod engine, and 2B-3E-3B-4A gearbox. Final
assembly needed. $35,000. Ron Roland 810/749-9804.(5/97)
1960 Roadster with Speedster front fenders. Built ground up as state-ofthe-art SCCA E-Prod car. All steel body. Black and yellow checkerboard
Imron paint. All the tricks, very fast, always a top five finisher. First at WOR
games. Five years since last raced. Could be converted to Vintage or PCA
$35,000. Ron Roland 810/749-9804.(5/97)
1960 Roadster Ex-Weldon Scrogham E-Prod car. Went to runoffs in 1978.
Rolling body shell. All steel. Fenders flared. $8,000 as is or have parts to
complete as race or street. Ron Roland 810/749-9804. (5/97)
1965 356C Coupe Vintage/SCCA race car #97. Maroon/white stripe.
Winner of the 1996 CEN-DIV Regional Championship and runoffs. Fresh
Vic Skirmants Vintage/E-production engine and trans w/limited slip, Wright
front spindles, 12V charging system, two front oil coolers, fire system, OMP
seat, new bare metal paint job June ‘96. Race ready, available with Vintage
and SCCA race tires and wheels. Log books for SVRA, HSR and SCCA.
$35,000 or best offer. Delivery and Astro van with 5.0L and open trailer
available. Tom Youk c/o Vintage 356 Haus, 1370 Silver Bell, Orion Twp, MI
10
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What: Indoor Climbing Wall
Where: Planet Rock
34 Rapid St., Pontiac MI 810/334-3904
When: 7:00 P.M.–10:00 P.M., Saturday, June 28,
1997
Who: Please RSVP to Emmanuel Garcia 248/
253-2959
Cost: $15/person, min. age 5-yrs-old. Includes all equipment. Loose fitting
clothes (not jeans) recommended.
Includes pop & pizza.

49359. 810/391-6645 or 810/391-3846 (eve). (5/97)
1970 911T Targa Disassembled with parts car. Many new parts including
factory manual, package only. $8,000/best. Will consider motorcycle with
cash. 313/483-9508. (6/97)
1972 911S Targa Rarest and fastest of the early 911s. Lowered, sport
exhaust, H&H front bar, SS brake hoses. Last ran Waterford in 1982 (FTD).
Stored since 1983. Still runs strong. Needs paint, but only 52,000 actual
miles. $13,000. Ron Roland 810/749-9804.(5/97)
1972 914 Red, perfect black interior, 10,000 miles on rebuilt engine, stored
winters, extra parts; drive, race or use for parts. Best offer. Mark Schettenhelm
810/398-9810. (4/97)
1986 911 Cab Excellent condition, Guards Red, 31,000 miles, no rain or
snow, Etoile wheels, new tires and radio, chip, mass flow sensor, short shift,
Cambermeister, triad exhaust, 30,000 maintenance, Mobil I every 2,000
miles. $29,000 Everett DeHut 810/540-0123. (6/97)
1986 944 Turbo Red, black leather, excellent condition, new tires, large
turbo, s/s exhaust, chip, low gear rear end, no winters, 96k miles, $12,000.
Al Stouse 810/227-1438. (6/97)
1987 Porsche Carrera Excellent condition, under 50,000 miles, red with
white leather interior, no winter driving, always garaged, $25,000. Call 313/
426-0526. (5/97)

The Ultimate Finish
(888) 999-2937 Orders
(810) 247-5888 Tech Info
(810) 247-3010 Fax

GROUP ORDER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE!
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The Bahn Stormer is the official publication of the Rally Sport
Region of Porsche Club of America. The ideas, opinions and
suggestions expressed are those of the author and not necessarily those of PCA or RSR. Permission to reprint any material is
granted provided full credit is given to the Bahn Stormer and
the author, and provided copyright is not involved. Or something like that.

First Class (Please)
Address Correction Requested

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
May
June

31
1
1
7-8
12
14-21
28

RSR Gingerman Weekend Driving School
The Second Day of the Gingerman Weekend Driving School
Club Meeting • Gingerman Raceway
CART Detroit Grand Prix Weekend / Pony Express 100
Waterford Driver’s School
PCA Parade • San Antonio
A Day at the Rock (Planet Rock • Pontiac)

July

3
17

Club Meeting
Waterford Driver’s School

August

3
7
10
21
23

Meadow Brook Hall Concours d’Elegance
Club Meeting
Eurotec Tech Session with Tim Pott
Waterford Driver’s School
Progressive Dinner (Food!)

September

4
18

Club Meeting
Waterford Driver’s School
~ Is our yucky Michigan Spring over yet? ~

“RSR • The Fast, Fun, Friendly Region”

